Optimization Model of Close Supply Chain of Green Agricultural Products
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Abstract Close supply chain of green agricultural products is defined, consisting of the supplier, manufacturer, distributor, retailer and consumer (customer). Cost structure of distributor is analyzed, mainly including the order activity-based cost, the inventory cost and the supply transportation cost of agricultural products in upstream and downstream enterprises. Based on this, conceptual model of the close supply chain of green agricultural products is established. According to the idea of dynamic planning, optimization model of close supply chain of green agricultural products at four stages is also set up. In other words, under the constraint condition of supply chain and the uncertainty of sales volume, optimization of the sum of inventory cost, supply transportation cost and order activity-based cost in supply chain at retailer, distributor, manufacturer and suppliers stages is studied, which provides references for the analysis and decision-making of supply chain management.
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On the Fifth Plenary Session of the Eleventh Central Committee CPPCC in Tianjin City, China in the year 2008, Yu Wenhui and some other members put forward the issues of agricultural products quality and safety. They suggest to establish close supply chain for agricultural byproducts, ensure food safety, standardize the supply chain of agricultural byproducts by scientific criterion, and implement the close operation of supply chain for agricultural byproducts [1]. Moreover, it is pointed out that we should construct and optimize the close supply chain, implement close operation of supply chain for agricultural byproducts in an all-round way, realize real-time tracking of the supply chain of agricultural products, achieve effective control and overall management, improve the controllability and channel efficiency from structure, and eliminate "Lemon Effect" caused by information asymmetry, in order to create greater value for the entire supply chain, to improve the quality of agricultural products, to reduce the operation cost, and to accelerate the development of green agricultural industrialization.

1 Conceptual model of the close supply chain of green agricultural products

Fig. 1 illustrates the close supply chain of green agricultural products, consisting of the supplier, manufacturer, distributor, retailer and consumer (customer). Assuming that there is only one distributor, that is, the logistics center of green agricultural products, which is the core enterprise of supply chain including the circulation, processing and storage companies and the distribution and delivery companies. The rest nodes in the supply chain are composed of a number of enterprises. And there is certain buyer-seller relationship between the node enterprise and distributor.

![Fig.1 Conceptual model of the close supply chain of green agricultural products](image)

2 Cost model of distributor

2.1 Cost composition of distributor Cost composition is analyzed with distributor as the core enterprise. The distributor

sells agricultural products to the downstream retailers and customers. Since distributors sell products to customers and buy products from upstream manufacturer, cost of distributor is mainly the order activity-based cost, inventory cost and supply transportation cost of agricultural products in upstream and downstream enterprises. Among them, order activity-based
cost basically includes the maintenance cost of customer $Z_{i_1}$, processing cost of customer order $Z_{i_2}$, complete cost of customer order $Z_{i_3}$, maintenance cost of manufacturer $Z_{i_4}$, purchase order cost of distributor $Z_{i_5}$ and complete cost of distributor purchase order $Z_{i_6}$. Inventory cost refers to the cost of distributor produced by the occupation of stocks and funds. Hence, $Z_{i_7}$ is the stock space and capital cost of customer $i$. Supply transportation cost supplied by distributor includes the investment cost of purchasing system $Z_{i_8}$ and the purchasing cost $Z_{i_9}$.

2.2 Cost optimization model of distributor According to the above analyses, distributor takes the total cost as the objective in order to establish the cost optimization model of distributor $i$.

Let the equation is:

$$\min Z = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ Z_{i_1} + Z_{i_2} + Z_{i_3} + Z_{i_4} + Z_{i_5} + Z_{i_6} + Z_{i_7} + Z_{i_8} + Z_{i_9} \right]$$

(1)

Its constraint conditions are as follows:

$$J = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ \sum_{k=1}^{m} \left( P_{a_k} - C_{a_k} \right) \left( Q_{a_{k_1}} - Q_{a_{k_2}} \right) - \sum_{j=1}^{m} Q_{j} \right] \geq R,$$

(2)

$$Q_{a_{k_1}} \leq Q_{a_{k_2}} = M, Q_{a_k} \leq Q'^{\prime k},$$

(3)

$$Q_{a_{k_2}} \leq Q_{a_{k_1}} = M, Q_{a_k} \leq Q'^{\prime k},$$

(4)

where $P_{a_k}$ is agricultural products price charged by distributor for different customers, $M$ and $M_{a_k}$ are the decision numerics of ordinary order quantity $Q_{a_{k_1}}$ and $Q_{a_{k_2}}$, respectively, belonging to nonnegative integer, $J$ is rational value of the minimum net profit of distributor $(R > 0)$, $Q_{a_{k_1}}$ is the minimum order quantity. Both $Q_{a_{k_1}}$ and $Q_{a_{k_2}}$ are the upper and lower limits of agricultural order quantities of customers, respectively. And their values are calculated based on the historical data of distributor.

3 Overall optimization model of supply chain

3.1 Dynamic system of supply chain

3.1.1 Dynamic system description at supplier stage. Dynamic model at supplier stage is also known as the inventory state equation of supplier:

$$x_{i_1,k+1} = x_{i_1,k} + u_{i_1,k} - v_{i_1,k},$$

(5)

where $x_{i_1,k}$ is the inventory of supplier at time $k$, which is a $n_1$-dimensional state vector, $u_{i_1,k}$ is the supply at time $k$, a $n_1$-dimensional control vector, $v_{i_1,k}$ is material quantity of manufacturer provided by supplier at time $k$, a $n_1$-dimensional control vector.

3.1.2 Dynamic system description at manufacturer stage. Dynamic model at manufacturer stage is composed of two equations.

One is the neural network equation during production:

$$p_{i_1,k+1} = f(p_{i_1,k}, v_{i_1,k}),$$

(6)

where $p_{i_1,k} = f(\cdot)$ is the output of neural network, which is a $n_1$-dimensional state vector, $p_{i_1,k}$ is a first order lag of $p_{i_1,k+1}$, as the generalized output of system, $v_{i_1,k}$ is the control variable in equation (5), as the input of neural network. Since process of production is a complex nonlinear system, we assume that neural network can get close to this unknown nonlinear production system.

The other mode at production stage is production inventory state model:

$$x_{i_1,k+1} = x_{i_1,k} + p_{i_1,k} - v_{i_1,k},$$

(7)

where $x_{i_1,k}$ is inventory of manufacturer at time $k$, which is a $n_1$-dimensional state vector, $p_{i_1,k}$ is production output during production in equation (6), and $v_{i_1,k}$ is target agricultural products for distributor, a $n_1$-dimensional control vector.

3.1.3 Dynamic system description at distributor stage. Dynamic model at distributor stage is also called the inventory state equation of distributor:

$$x_{i_2,k+1} = x_{i_2,k} + v_{i_2,k} - v_{i_2,k},$$

(8)

where $x_{i_2,k}$ is the inventory of distributor, a $n_2$-dimensional state vector, $v_{i_2,k}$ is products of distributor provided by manufacturer in equation (7), which is a $n_2$-dimensional control vector, $v_{i_2,k}$ is agricultural products quantity of retailer provided by distributor, a $n_2$-dimensional exogenous vector.

3.1.4 Dynamic system description at retailer stage. Dynamic model at retailer stage is also known as the inventory state equation of retailer:

$$x_{i_3,k+1} = x_{i_3,k} + v_{i_3,k} - d_{i_3,k},$$

(9)

where $x_{i_3,k}$ is the inventory of retailer, a $n_3$-dimensional state vector, $v_{i_3,k}$ is products of retailer provided by distributor in equation (8), which is a $n_3$-dimensional control vector, $d_{i_3,k}$ is agricultural products quantity sold by retailer, a $n_3$-dimensional exogenous vector.

Sales volume $d_{i_3,k}$ at retailer stage is an exogenous uncontrolled variable, reflecting the market behavior of customer. It is assumed that there are two different situations of equations (10) and (11):

$$d_{i_3,k} = \mu + \rho d_{i_3,k-1} + \xi_k$$

(10)

indicating that the uncertainty in customer demand $d_{i_3,k}$ is in accordance with the stationary time series of AR$(1)$:

$$d_{i_3,k} = D_{i_3,k} + \xi_k$$

(11)

indicating that the uncertainty in customer demand $d_{i_3,k}$ is the condition of white noise or colored noise. Among them, $D_{i_3,k}$ is deterministic function, $\xi_k$ is noise function, which might be a white noise or a colored noise.

In a word, equations (5) – (11) have together formed the overall optimization model of supply chain. Change of supply amount at supplier stage in this model has resulted in the fluctuation of supply and demand quantity between manufacturer and retailer, and has promoted the entire supply chain. At the same time, under the exogenous function of sales volume at retail stage, changes of customer demand has led to the supply and demand variation of retailer, distributor, manufacturer and supplier. Thus, it can promote the operation of entire supply chain.

3.2 Objective function of supply chain model Objective function of supply chain model is composed of the inventory cost objective function ($Z_1$), supply transportation cost objective function ($Z_2$) and order activity-based cost objective function ($Z_3$), which is

$$Z = Z_1 + Z_2 + Z_3,$$

(12)

3.2.1 Inventory cost objective function. Inventory cost objective function of supply chain system is
\[ Z_t = \sum_{k=0}^{N} \left( q_{1k} x_{1k} + q_{2k} x_{2k} + q_{3k} x_{3k} + \lambda_{1k}^T (v_{2k} + v_{3k}) \right), \tag{13} \]

where \( q_1, q_2, q_3, q_4 \), belonging to non-negative numbers, are column vectors of cost corresponding dimensions per unit goods in inventory system at retail, distribution, manufacturing and supply stages, respectively. Inventory cost objective function \( (Z_t) \) reflects the requirements of inventory costs at retail, distribution, manufacturing and supply stages, respectively.

### 3.2.2 Supply transportation cost objective function. Supply transportation cost objective function in supply chain system is

\[ Z_t = \sum_{k=0}^{N} \left( r_{1k} u_{1k} + r_{2k} u_{2k} + r_{3k} u_{3k} + r_{4k} u_{4k} \right), \tag{14} \]

where \( r_{1k}, r_{2k}, r_{3k}, r_{4k} \geq 0 \) and \( r_{1k}, r_{2k}, r_{3k}, r_{4k} \) are the column vectors of corresponding dimensions of supply transportation costs per unit cargo at retail, distribution, manufacturing and supply stages, respectively.

### 3.2.3 Order activity-based cost objective function. Order activity-based cost objective function in supply chain system is

\[ Z_t = \sum_{k=0}^{N} \left[ \lambda_{1k}^T (u_{1k} + u_{4k}) + \lambda_{2k}^T (v_{1k} + v_{4k}) + \lambda_{3k}^T (v_{2k} + v_{3k}) + \lambda_{4k}^T (v_{1k} + v_{3k}) \right], \tag{15} \]

where \( \lambda_{1k}, \lambda_{2k}, \lambda_{3k}, \lambda_{4k} \geq 0 \) and \( \lambda_{1k}, \lambda_{2k}, \lambda_{3k}, \lambda_{4k} \) are the column vectors of corresponding dimensions of order activity-based cost per unit cargo at retail, distribution, manufacturing and supply stages, respectively.

### 3.3 Constraint conditions of objective function in supply chain model

#### 3.3.1 Constraint condition of objective function at supplier stage. Supply quantity at supplier stage \( u_{1k} \), belongs to control variable. But it is restricted by certain conditions of suppliers:

\[ u_{1k}^L \leq u_{1k} \leq u_{1k}^U. \tag{16} \]

#### 3.3.2 Constraint condition of objective function at manufacturer stage. Constraint condition of production level at production stage is

\[ \rho_T \geq \rho^T. \tag{17} \]

It indicates that production should be no less than \( \rho^T \) according to the planning level at production stage. And \( \rho^T \) is column vector of corresponding dimension.

#### 3.3.3 Constraint condition of inventory safety in supply chain system. It is

\[
\begin{align*}
&x_{1k} \geq x_{1k}^L \\
&x_{2k} \geq x_{2k}^L \\
&x_{3k} \geq x_{3k}^L \\
&x_{4k} \geq x_{4k}^L
\end{align*} \tag{18}
\]

where \( x_{1k}^L, x_{2k}^L, x_{3k}^L, x_{4k}^L \) are column vectors of corresponding dimensions of inventory safety at retail, distribution, manufacturing and supply stages, respectively.

### 3.4 Overall optimization model of supply chain

Based on the references [3] – [6], integration model of supply, manufacturing, distribution and retail in supply chain management should be further studied under the constraint condition of supply chain and the uncertainty of sales volume. Equations (13), (14) and (15) are substituted into equation (12). Hence, we have:

\[ Z = Z_t + Z_s + Z_u = \sum_{k=0}^{N} \left[ q_{1k}^T x_{1k} + r_{1k}^T u_{1k} + \lambda_{1k}^T \right] \]

Equation (19) shows the sum of inventory cost, supply transportation cost and order activity-based cost in supply chain at retailer, distributor, manufacturer and suppliers stages. Therefore, overall optimization model of supply chain can be expressed as the optimization issue with dynamic coefficients (5) – (11) and constraint conditions (13) – (18) under the requirement of objective function (12).

### 4 Conclusion

Integration model of supply, manufacturing, distribution and retail under the constraint condition of supply chain and the uncertainty of sales volume is established, which is also called the overall optimization model of supply chain. However, there is certain difficulty in determining the variables in the model, which is worthy to be further researched.
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(Note to page 52)
Since analytic hierarchy process is commonly used in research, weight obtained from analytic hierarchy process is directly given out, as well as the result of consistency check:

\[ \eta' = (0.24, 0.14, 0.28, 0.34), \quad CR = \frac{CI}{RI} = 0.08 < 0.1. \]

Hence, the result of final risk assessment is

\[ f = \eta' \cdot u = (0.33, 0.23, 0.24, 0.14, 0.06). \]

The final results show that 33%, 23% and 24% experts believe that the risk of this M & A project is low, relatively low and moderate, respectively. Only 20% experts argue that this project has great risk. Therefore, the overall risk of this M & A project is at a relatively low level; and mergers and acquisitions can be implemented.

4 Conclusion

M & A risk is an issue must be taken seriously in China during the process of mergers and acquisitions of agricultural manufacturing enterprises. M & A risk itself is inseparable from the complexity of M & A enterprises and the external environment. Objective assessment of M & A risk not only provides a reference for the merger, but also offers guidance to the further control of risk. In this paper, M & A risk is evaluated through the fuzzy mathematical method; and entropy method is introduced when determining the weight of risk factor, so as to make the risk assessment more objective and to provide a reliable basis for the decision making of agricultural manufacturing enterprises in China.
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